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(Bloomberg Opinion) - China's next step to opening up commodity markets could be a step change. As of Thursday, overseas investors will be able to trade copper futures on the Shanghai International Energy Exchange. This is not the first such product: The yuan-denominated crude oil contract, which was launched in
March 2018, has been modestly successful. A subsequent effort by foreigners to trade iron ore in Dalian has created a global benchmark. Copper is outperforming these efforts, thanks to unexpected timing, a global appetite for economic bellwether and the sheer influence of the world's largest consumer. Ambition is
clear. Beijing wants us to use higher pricing in the commodity markets it dominates, especially when the country imports this ingredient. He doesn't want to be just a price divider anymore. China also wants to strengthen the use of the yuan in transactions overseas, part of its nebulizer, long-term strategy to increase the
profile and influence of the currency. At the same time, the government wants domestic companies to do more to combat volatility. Allowing foreigners to trade in oil and iron ore - along with rubber, low-sulphur heating oil and purified terefulic acid or PTA, a petrochemical derivative - goes some way toward all this.
Copper promises to be an even bigger step forward. The metal is a key indicator of an economy that has recovered faster than the rest of the world in the coronavirus. Although there is an existing contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange, intended for local traders, the new, traded subsidiary of INE, is open to
foreigners. The contract size is the same, but it excludes tax and customs and is shipped to customs warehouses, helping it to actively compete with the London Metal Exchange.Benchmarks are difficult to create, as the oil market shows. Initiatives to shift the established U.S. dollar contracts, such as the Urals crude to
the St. Petersburg exchange, have swayed. Shanghai's yuan-based contract is the country's first, and perhaps most dramatic, endeavor in international futures markets. Although it performs relatively well, it has not become an indispensable benchmark or has caught up with the volumes of Brent and West Texas
Intermediate, not to mention open interest, the number of outstanding futures contracts. The worrying spread that opened up in the spring, suggesting a distorted market, has now been rebalanced. Iron ore did better. Here, China opened its existing contract on the Dalian Commodity Exchange, which was already one of
the country's most liquid derivatives. While China makes up about 14% of the world's oil consumption, it is the largest steel producer. Last year, Dalian traded more than 30 times in maritime volume. As significant, several producers, including mining giant BHP Group, agree to make payments in yuan. Copper timing is
good. According to BMO Capital Markets, china currently account for more than half of the world's consumption, up from 39% in 2010 and 12% in 2000. The country this year alone – it has taken in more unwrought copper and has already increased its purchases of refined metal by more than 1 million tonnes compared
to 2019. This indicates that when broker BANDS Financial Ltd. had a presentation on a new contract alongside the Shanghai Futures Exchange, it was viewed 15,000 times the following morning. There is always a risk of unexpected government intervention, as we have seen in the past. From China's perspective,
copper won't solve the problem of the yuan becoming international either. You may need to add bins to compete effectively with the LME. It may be useful, although it is not essential. Still, creating a credible regional benchmark is the alchemy of timing, structure and luck. Maybe it's all three. This column does not
necessarily reflect the views of the editorial board or Bloomberg LP and its owners. Clara Ferreira Marques is a Bloomberg Opinion columnist covering commodities and environmental, social and governance issues. Previously, he was the co-editor of Reuters Breakingviews, and editor and correspondent for Reuters in
Singapore, India, the UK, Italy and Russia.For more articles like this, please visit us bloomberg.com/opinionSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Goldman Sachs sounds the alarm about some very hot tech stocks. Investor's Business DailyA retirement savings
of $1 million. You want $100,000 a year in retirement income, including Social Security. Is this feasible without a lot of risks? Mum reveals how she earns £1,000 Every Day Working From Home, after the online trading platform is worth £10 million! (Bloomberg) -- Serial blank-check dealmaker Chamath Palihapitiya has
doubled down on SpaCs and has now participated in at least half a dozen deals to have his own blank-check vehicles not even involved. On Monday, Palihapitiya, a former Facebook Inc. executive and venture capitalist, invested in two companies going public through a special purpose acquisition of the company - smart
lockmaker Latch Inc. and solar lender Sunlight Financial LLC - through an equity raised to support the deal. It's on top of the six blank-check vehicles he helped lift. Latch and Sunshine are just two of the five companies that announced they would go public via SPAC on Monday, with transactions worth a total of $15.4
billion including debt. The storm of mergers comes after a record year for check companies in Biak, which show no signs of stopping. more than $15 billion in fresh capital has been raised this month. Spac has raised more than $79 billion in the U.S. in 2020 -- more than the combined total of all previous years, according
to data from Bloomberg.While the amount Palihapitiya invested in two Monday deals could not be immediately learned, he tweeted January 21 that he had led private investment in public investment in the public sector. -- or -- an undisclosed deal that turned out to be Latch. A A Backed by New York-based real estate
firm Tishman Speyer, it raised an additional $190 million from investors including Palihapitiya, BlackRock Inc. and D1 Capital Partners.Sunlight agreed to go public through a merger of a vehicle backed by Apollo Global Management Inc. SPAC raised $250 million from among others Palihapitiya, Coatue and BlackRock.
Spacs into PIPE investments if you don't deal to help fund and support the closure. Shares of the most empty-check companies that announced the deal on Monday climbed. TS Innovation Acquisitions Corp. jumped as much as 90% after the Latch transaction was revealed and traded up 43% at 2:01 p.m. .m. New York.
Spartan Purchasing Corp. II, which is merging sunlight, jumped as much as 45% while ION Acquisition Corp. 1 Ltd. climbed 36% in a deal with advertising-tech company Taboola Inc. Foley Trasimene Acquisition Corp. climbed as much as 13% after announcing a $7.3 billion deal with Alight Solutions.Landcadia Holdings
III Inc., which announced a deal with Hillman Group Inc., slipped slightly in afternoon trading, though it still trades at a $10-per-share price. on which SpaCs go public. Investors have already had the opportunity to trade Hillman and Alight transactions after previous reports of transactions. Palihapitiya isn't the only investor
turning up for multiple deals, but she's one of the few individuals popping up so often in public announcements. These transactions often attract big names, usually institutional investors such as BlackRock and Fidelity Management &amp; Research Co. It is possible that other private investors may invest in SPAC
mergers without disclosing their participation. Palihapitiya many sectors are dabbling through these investments. Other SPAC deals he has agreed to over the past few months have been 3D printing company I. Desktop Metal Inc., rare earth company MP Materials Corp., electric bus maker Proterra Inc. and auto
insurance company Metromile Inc., statements showed. (Updates from the money raised in the third paragraph in 2020. An earlier version of this story corrected the definition of PIPE.) For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable business news
source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Investor's Business DailyMillennials still love Tesla - it's my favorite S&amp;T P 500 stock - but they're actually making a lot more money from the five other top picks. The mixed choices of investors Investment Funds can help diversify your retirement portfolio to earn growth through equity
or dividend income. Vanguard is famous for offering low-cost index funds and exchange-traded funds to help investors achieve their retirement goals. Experts are approaching a quantum advantage with unimaginable computing power that could free up machine learning since 2016, equity investors have generally seen



big gains. In fact, spdr S &amp;amp; P 500 (NYSE: (NYSE: the total return for the past five years is 121.4%. But there's no question some big-name stocks performed better than others along the way. GE Trainwreck: One of the worst performing, high-profile U.S. stocks in the past five years has been industrial giant
General Electric Company (NYSE: GE). Ge has been one of the blue chip stocks on the U.S. market for more than a century and was one of the original Dow Jones Industrial Average components. But the difficult energy environment coupled with some questionable accounting, ill-timed investments and poor balance
sheet management has created a perfect storm for GE investors in recent years. In early 2016, GE shares were trading around $30. They finished around $33 in mid-2016 and were mostly trading above the $28 level until mid-2017. Then the bottom fell out. From that point on, the stock plummeted incessantly over the
next 18 months as profits evaporated, growth thresed and the company cut its dividend and reported significant write-downs related to its doubtful previous accounting practices. The stock eventually bounced back to the $6.66 level at the end of 2018 on optimism that the worst of GE's struggles will end up in the past.
Related Link: Here's Much Investing, 000 Intel Stock 5 years ago would be worth today at GE in 2021, Beyond: GE peaked at $13.26 before the COVID-19 pandemic sell-off, which pushed the stock back to $5.48 in March, its lowest level in five years. GE has since rebounded above $11. The company paid the SEC
$200 million in damages at the end of 2020, apparently closing the books on accounting. Ge investors that bought and held a volatile five-year period still had a huge hit. In fact, the $1,000 worth of GE shares purchased in 2016 would now be worth about $454, assuming a reinvested dividend. Looking ahead, analysts
expect GE to recover in the next 12 months. The average price target among the 17 analysts giving the stock $13 suggests an 18.3% up from current levels. More from BenzingaClick here are the options traded on PetrolGaThis Day in the history of the market: Dow Hits Dot-Com Bubble Peak33 Blue Chip Companies
That Suspend Campaign Donations After Capitol Uprising© 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. House Speaker Pelosi and other leaders are calling for swift approval. When could you get more money? (Bloomberg) -- Tencent Holdings Ltd. plunged after a world-beating
surge in its stock pushed its market value to a peak of $1 trillion for the first time. The Chinese internet behemoth lost as much as 6.7% in Hong Kong on Tuesday, putting its market capitalisation below $900 billion. Traders made a profit after Monday's 11% rise, tencent's biggest rise in nearly a decade. Adding cautiously
were comments made by an adviser to china's central bank in local media, indicating that excessive liquidity and extremely low costs were creating bubbles in the stock market. Read more: China China Warning threatens Stock Frenzy Hong KongThe prospect that China will tighten financing conditions threatens to derail
Tencent's stock rally, which has been bolstered by the relentless flow of capital from the mainland. Onshore funds bought record amounts of Hong Kong shares this month, about a quarter of that targeting Tencent. Since more than a billion people use the WeChat social media platform, Tencent is ubiquitous with
Chinese investors who do not have access to Hong Kong shares of rival Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. through its stock market ties. Tencent was the latest mega-cap company to benefit from investor enthusiasm in the tech sector, a looming milestone in the euphoria sweeping stocks worldwide. Before Tuesday, the stock
had added $251 billion in January - by far the largest shareholder wealth creation worldwide. Warnings are rising that easy monetary policy will fuel bubbles in global equities, particularly in the US, where gains have led to Nasdaq.As investors looking for cheaper alternatives, they've been pileing on Hong Kong shares.
This has helped make the Hang Seng China Enterprises Index the best performing among the world's major benchmarks over the past month. While Tencent has long been an investor favorite in Asia, returning more than 100,000% since its 2004 initial public offering as of Monday, there are other risks to the rally. In
2018, a government crackdown on China's online gambling industry squeezed Tencent's most profitable business, which at the time made up about 40% of its revenue. Coupled with a slowing Chinese economy and a weakening yuan, Beijing's nine-month halt to approvals for new games contributed to a 22% drop in
shares. The campaign against monopolistic practices has been targeting a number of industries including Tencent and rival Alibaba since late last year, including the online payments industry. But while rising regulatory risk has left Alibaba's shares about 18% lower than its October peak, Tencent has closed seven new
records in the past eight sessions. One factor in the discrepancy is that Alibaba's Hong Kong stock is not included in trading relationships with onshore exchanges. Tencent would be the second Chinese company to join the trillion-dollar club after PetroChina Co., which was briefly worth more than late 2007 before it
collapsed in value. U.S. tech giants Apple Inc., Amazon.com Inc., Alphabet Inc. and Microsoft Corp. are worth more than $1 trillion each, as Saudi Arabia's Oil Co.Tencent was founded in 1998 by four college classmates and a friend in Shenzhen who developed a Chinese version of the instant messaging service ICQ.
Led by Pony Ma Huateng -- now the Chinese of the horse -- the company's chat software has become the primary communication tool for a generation of young Chinese.Still, Tencent surge surpassed all but most analysts' forecasts. The stock was almost 10% higher at $766.50 on Monday. Higher. The consensus 12-
month price target, compiled by Bloomberg, is the widest gap since 2014. For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.A a number of Wall Street investment banks have listed their top Chinese tech stocks for
the coming year. Keywords by Jim Cramer seem to be flabbergasted by GameStop's epic run. Trading by some investors has led to a massive rise in the Texas-based video game retailer's stock, which has doubled in 2021 to 2020, an absolutely incredible year for electric vehicle stocks, but with a new administration set
to wheel this year, it could be even biggerthe chip maker is scheduled to report fourth-quarter results Tuesday afternoon. Analysts expect the company to post sales of $3.02 billion, up 42% from a year ago. It marked a significant strategic shift in China's approach to economic and social development. Student loan
borrowers are riding the Reddit-fueled GameStop (GME) wave, betting that they will be able to use their profits to pay off their debt. The biotechnology sector started the year with a bang. The industry benchmark, the iShares NASDAQ Biotechnology ETF (IBB), rose ~11% in January - much better than the S&P 500. P
500 yield of 3%. Covering wells fargo's sector, five-star analyst Jim Birchenough is upbeat about what he sees. Overall, we're seeing roughly 20% to 30% more upside in the sector's historic metrics, and argue that accelerating the pace of innovation and greater pipeline risk relief ultimately supports higher returns on
investment, Birchenough noted. Such an environment from heaven becomes a manna for any investor who is interested in pharmaceutical stocks; a better political atmosphere is just a little icing to make this cake. While the divided House and Senate support for continued legislative inaction would have been the best
received, given maintaining a positive status quo for biotechnology growth, we believe that value propositions for emerging biotech therapeutics should be win-outs under any administration and House/Senate mix, Birchenough added. With that in mind, we wanted to look at some of Wells Fargo's latest picks in the
biotech space to see if the investment firm could steer us toward game-changers. After running the tickers through the TipRanks database, we learned that two recently earned Buy reviews from the rest of the street, enough to earn a Strong Buy consensus rating. Karuna Therapeutics (KRTX) Let's start Karuna
Therapeutics, a specialized pharmaceutical company that focuses on mental health. Specifically, Karuna is working on the development of new drugs to treat schizophrenia and dementia-related psychosis (DRP). With a potential patient base of more than 2.7 million people, this is a large And the state's current treatment
options are widely seen as less than satisfactory. The side effects of medicinal products are severe, while the effects of This leaves open the door for a company that can introduce new, more efficient treatment to the market. Karuna is currently enrolled in the pivotal phase3 EMERGENT-2 study of the leading drug
candidate, KarXT, for the treatment of acute psychosis in adults with schizophrenia. The KarXT shall, in the year 2004, be replaced by the following: Furthermore, Phase 1b data on healthy elderly DRP volunteers remain on track for 2Q21. This solid pipeline, a new drug from several studies to treat several aspects of a
serious illness, has piqued Wells Fargo's interest. Krtx for the company, analyst Jacob Hughes writes: Karuna Therapeutics is our best idea in 2021. While KRTX shares ran an impressive run... we are seeing a very attractive setting for the stock over the next few years and more important catalysts in 2021 to drive the
shares higher... We believe that the pipeline has been de-risk-free and we like the risk/reward at these levels as the value of KarXT is proven. To that end, Hughes rates the stock overweight (i.e. buying), and the $163 price target means a upside of ~59% for next year. (To see Hughes' past, click here) It's not often that
analysts all agree on stock, so if that doesn't happen, take note. KRTX's Strong Buy consensus rating is based on a unanimous 6 buys. The stock's $138.80 average price target suggests a 35% upside to the current share price of $102.80. (See KRTX inventory analysis of TipRanks) Zymeworks, Inc. (ZYME) Vancouver-
based Zymeworks is in a clinical phase of biotech involved in researching new drugs to treat cancer, autoimmune diseases, and inflammatory diseases. The company focuses on biotherapy, drugs designed precisely for their target diseases. The company's leading candidate, zanidatamab, has indications of biliary
cancer, breast cancer, and gastroesophageal adenocarcinoma. The drug is in phase 1/2 trial of these cancers. Zymeworks' second clinical candidate, ZW49, like zanidatamab, is a HER2 bi-specific antibody in the early stage study as a solid tumor treatment. The first figures will be presented at an investor event on 27
January. Based on Zymeworks' latest study, Wells Fargo's Jim Birchenough writes, [We] expect zanidatamab to differ from current HER2 standards based on the depth of responses from fire-resistant and frontline patients, and to attract a prominent partner to conduct neoadjuvant and adjuvant breast cancer studies, and
ZW49 forward-looking doses to show consistent responses to support further development, in line with his bullish stance, Birchenough rates ZYME overweight (i.e. Buy) and his price target, at $71, means a ~47% increase before. (Click here to see birchenough's past) Now that the rest of the street, it seems that other
analysts tend to be on the same page. In the last three months, 4 receptions and 1 hold have been allocated, like a strong purchase. In addition, the $60.82 average price target means ~26% head mark ahead of current levels. (See ZYME stock analysis of TipRanks) To find good ideas for biotech stocks trading in
attractive valuations, visit Tipranks' best stocks buy, a newly launched tool that combines all tipranks equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions in this article are exclusively those of featured analysts. The content is intended for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any
investment. GameStop (GME) shares went through a huge short squeeze, spiking more than 130% on Monday and calling for a trading halt before sauce briefly into negative territory. Shares of the video game retailer closed down 18% at $76.79 each. China is one of the world's most polluting countries, a reality dating
back to when this power emerged as a developing country. Investor Business DailyWith's earnings have turned out in 2021, and with the stock being a remarkable move, is Ford primed for a comeback? Here's what you need to know. Listening to Buffett, you can pick up these tips for surviving the pandemic financially.
Wood said big companies are asking him if they should follow Square's example. We've all heard that the early bird catches the worm. Well, what if the early investor got the credit? Some companies prefer to do a job and do it well approach. However, this is not the Sorrento Therapeutics (SRNE) way. While laser-centric
only one goal can have the benefits, having a broader based task can be just as effective when done well. That's certainly the view of Alliance Global analyst James Molloy when assessing Sorrento's prospects. SRNE combines one of the most active and promising pipelines in COVID space with a potentially
transformative non-opioid pain pipeline and adds a deep oncology pipeline, the analyst said. Most SRNE pipelines are major catalysts over the next 1-4 quarters, with several late-stage clinical data readings and more potential emergency use permit (EUA) launches as well. So, what does the Sorrento menu offer in the
near future? The company has already submitted the EUA for COVI-STIX, a 15-minute nasal swab antigen test for SARS-CoV-2 in the United States and Mexico, and the test can be started as early as 1H21. Accurate COVID testing is still needed in the U.S. and around the world, and Molloy expects the study to gain
EUA approval and quickly approach $500 million in sales as soon as 2022. SRNE's 8-minute SARS-CoV-2 antibody test, COVID-TRACK, can quickly follow in its footsteps and the EUA is expected to submit it in the first half of the year. This could easily be another $500million+ short-term option, Molloy said.
Furthermore, the company's treatment of two neutralizing antibodies, and COVI-AMG will be eligible to compete against SARS-CoV-2 in 2022. All of these, as well, have the potential to make more than $500 million according to sales Analyst The company's non-opioid pain pipeline also has several late-stage catalysts.
Accelerated by the FDA, Phase 3 data on isan pain labeled SP-102 should be available this year, while RTX osteoarthritis (OA) knee pain and untreatable cancer pain kick-off Phase 2 and Phase 3 studies, respectively, in 2021. Both are aimed at significant market opportunities. Last but not least, Abivertinib, the
company's leading candidate in oncology, which is indicated for etiquette for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and B-cell lymphomas, and is currently 3rd in the world. To this end, molloy sees significant gains in the future of SRNE on the basis of the progress of the company's pipeline. The analyst prices of the stock
at Buy and the $35 price target mean a hefty 277% upside. (To watch Molloy's past, click here) Overall, Sorrneto currently has few but very positive analysts tracking its progress. The Buy rating is only - 3, in total - the stock has a Strong Buy consensus rating. There is plenty of upside to be expected too; At $28.67, the
average price target suggests gains of ~209% over the next 12 months. (See SRNE inventory analysis of TipRanks) To find good ideas for health stocks trading in attractive reviews, visit TipRanks' Best Stocks to buy, a newly launched tool that combines all TipRanks equity insights. Disclaimer: The reviews in this article
are limited to those of the featured analyst. The content is intended for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Growing concerns about stock bubbles on Wall Street sparked fears of a pullback, highlighted by a wild ride in shares like GameStop Corp. A flood
of money supply, ultra-low or zero interest rates and covid-19 vaccine rollouts sparked the all-buy rally, helping world stocks add a whopping $33 trillion worth to their lows last March. A surge in share prices by some loss-making companies, red-hot public markets and amateur investors chasing stocks has drawn
concern as the benchmark S&P 500 has risen. P 500 has gained more than 70% since March. A handful of heavily shorted stocks experienced extremely volatile trading Monday morning, leading some experts to speculate the 2021 short squeeze in trade would eventually run out of steam. In a poster child of short
squeeze trading, video game retailer GameStop Corp. (NYSE: GME) traded as high as $159.18 on Monday before falling below $79. Meanwhile, Nikola Corporation (NASDAQ: NKLA) initially spiked as high as $22.55 before trading back below $20.50. BlackBerry Ltd (NYSE: BB) initially jumped to $20.83 before falling
back to $17.30. Bed Bath & Beyond Inc. (NYSE: BBBY) rocketed all the way to $47.73, but then pulled back to $31.0. Explaining the action: Benzinga PreMarket Prep co-hosts Dennis Dick and Tim Quast, founder and CEO of ModernIR and Market Edge, discussed the brief squeeze trade on Monday morning's show.
show. people argue with me that GameStop's basics have completely been reversed and this price is justified. And I'm trying to say that this has nothing to do with corporate fundamentals in a move like GameStop, Dick said. Related Link: GameStop's Power Surge: Will WallStreetBets or Short Sellers Come Out on Top?
Citron Research editor Andrew Left has taken a lot of heat from critics since taking a short position and setting a $20 price target for GameStop earlier this month. Quast said the difficulties left and other small-time retail retailers facing timing these huge runs are that they don't have access to the same real-time
information that big market makers like Citadel Securities do. In addition, pricers do not have to follow the same rules. It's something that traders often don't understand, Quast said. There is a market-making exemption for the Citadel and two Sigma and Morgan Stanleys and Goldman Sachs around the world where you
don't have to find stock as short as you and I can... They were granted sec immunity as market makers were afraid to locate the shares. They can be manufactured. That's how a stock behaves like crazy. How is it possible to gamestop up to 817% before today ... only in the last 90 days? Quast said. Short interest vs.
short volume: Quast said that there are important reasons for these exceptions to the usual trading rules for marketers who are responsible for maintaining liquidity on the stock market. But traders need to understand what's really going on. Citadel will know what the buy-and-sell balance is, and when it reaches the
equilibrium point, Citadel will be shortened and we will see the average return of GameStop. And the only way that you will see is to watch in short quantities, not short of interest. It's going to be three weeks outdated, and it's completely pointless as a measure of floating or fully traded shares, Quast said. Quast said
these manufactured shares produced by market makers are responsible for stocks like GameStop's temporarily short interest rate well above 100%. Is that the end of it? The wild trading action on Monday comes on the same day Goldman Sachs issued a note pointing to potential bubble valuations for 39 stocks. Goldman
named Crispr Therapeutics AG (NASDAQ: CRSP), Snowflake Inc (NYSE: SNOW) and Plug Power Inc (NASDAQ: PLUG) among the most overpriced stocks on the market based on projected 2022 corporate value-for-sale ratios. At about 10 a.m. on Monday, many of the heavily shorted sets associated with the latest
squeeze began to reverse course, including GameStop. On Twitter, Dick speculated that short-term trade had finally pushed him upwards. It cools down fast in the last five minutes. I think we just peaked, he wrote. We just saw Peak Stupidity, and now everyone's learning the hard way. Benzinga take: The gamestop
runs among retail retailers that have worked as a charm so far forced retail short sellers to cover their positions at great losses. However, the successful timing of entry and exit points in extremely volatile short squeezes can be extremely difficult, even for professional traders. Photo by Dwight Burdette via Wikimedia
Latest review of GME DateFirmActionFromTo Jan 2021Telsey Consulting GroupDowngradesOutperformUnderperform October 2020JefferiesDowngradesBuyHold September 2020TelUpgradesMarket PerformPerform View More Analyst Ratings for GME View the Latest Analyst Ratings More information from
BenzingaClick here about petrolgaGameStop Power Surge options: Will WallStreetBets or Short Sellers Come Out On Top? Citron's Andrew Left says GameStop is Pretty Much In Terminal Decline © 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Reserved.
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